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MP3.1 is one of the thinnest profiles on the market. In combination 

with LED lines, LED spotlights or the directional spotlight Rektor, 

the MP3.1 is your ideal ally for any project in which you wish to 

provide both basic and accent lighting with a single fixture.

Versatile lighting.

MP3.1 is a LED designated profile. For general lighting, use LED 

lines. For accent lighting, LED spotlights are available in warm 

or neutral white, in single or double lamp modules. With its sleek 

looks, the Rektor directional surface-mounted spotlight is a perfect 

match for the MP3.1 and makes the profile particularly versatile. 

Ingenious and sleek.

It’s 3.1” width and 1.4” height makes it a very slim fixture.  

An ingenious detail is that the heat is automatically conducted 

away by the aluminium housing. The standard finished are a 

white or black structure. You can also create your own color 

combinations by choosing a base plate and top plate in different 

colors. MP3.1 can be either surface mounted or suspended.
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version Surface
Suspended

lamp units Ledline - 3ft, 4ft, 5ft, 6ft, 7ft, 8ft
Recessed spot
Rektor

colors black struc, white struc

mounting plaster plate for 4”x4” jbox

output Ledline - 575lm/ft
Recessed spot - up to 1517lm
Rektor - up to 1500lm

power ledline - 8.6W/ft
recessed spot - 16.2W
Rektor - 16.2W

cct 2700K, 3000K

cri >90, R9>50

optics ledline - opal diffuser
recessed spot, Rektor - 25°, 40°

voltage 120-277V

dimming ledline - 0-10V 5%, ELV 5%
recessed spot, Rektor - 0-10V 5%, ELV/
Triac/0-10V 1%

adjustability Rektor - h 360° v 90°

location dry rated

- 
more info? supermodular.us/mp31

https://www.supermodular.com/en-us/products/mp3.1--f-112992/
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